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One of the most significant challenges for today’s interactive visualization is the efficient
analysis and visualization of large-scale data, and I/O becomes a significant performance
bottleneck. This thesis proposes a new data management policy to support interactive
large-scale visual analytics. Our method can characterize user’s data access patterns ac-
cording to their data-dependent and view-dependent visualization operations, and lever-
age applicationknowledge toderive anovel scheme topredict data accessduring the inter-
active operations. Based on the prediction results, we develop a data replacement policy
to exploit data locality and minimize data movement across multiple levels of a memory
hierarchy. We evaluated our approach on machines with multiple hierarchical memory
levels and compared it with state-of-the-art data replacement methods to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Researchers have developedmany sophisticated visualization techniques. However, it re-
mains a challenging task to apply these techniques to large-scale applications efficiently
and effectively. Given that the breakthroughs in scientific technology have led to massive
growth in the amount of data generated every day, one frequent problem users often en-
counter today is that the data is too large to load intomemory, whichmakes it impossible
to render all the data. The lagging of the I/O speed becomes one of themajor performance
bottlenecks for large-scale interactive visualization when considering the transferring of
such extensive data across multiple memory hierarchies. Besides, as different users may
have different explorations, data access patterns can vary significantly among different
users, thereby exacerbating the complexity of datamovement across memory hierarchies
for visualization operations.
Many system techniques have been developed to make data movement more effi-
ciently.1 However, most of them can hardly achieve optimal performance for visualiza-
tion because they attempted to obtain a more general solution without considering the
specific application behaviors. Some of the efforts tried to optimize the data transferring
across different hierarchies by incorporating domain knowledge, but mainly focused on
relatively more uncomplicated data operations instead of the complex data explorations
2from real-world visualization applications.
In this thesis, a new approach is presented to address the issues and support interac-
tive large-scale 3D visualization. Our method first characterizes user’s data access pat-
terns according to their data-dependent and view-dependent visualization operations,
and then leverage application knowledge to derive a novel scheme to predict data access
during the interactive actions. Based on the prediction results, a data prefetching tech-
nique is developed to exploit data locality andminimize the datamovement acrossmulti-
ple levels of a memory hierarchy for 3D visualization.
Our approach is evaluated with different hierarchical memory levels and compared
with state-of-the-art data replacement methods. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our approach.
3Chapter 2
Background andRelatedWork
2.1 Interactive Scientific Visualization
Interactive scientific visualization operations can be approximately divided into two
types: view-dependent operations and data-dependent operations. For view-dependent
operations, a user changes the view (or camera), and the content displayedwill change ac-
cordingly. Such view-dependent operations require a series of visualization processes in
a very brief period smoothly to display the cameramovement. For a fixed view, users may
apply data-dependent operations, such as transfer functions or query-based visualization,
that require the computation to control the visual properties of different data.
Figure 2.1 is an example of a scientific visualization process. Figure 2.1 (a) and (b)
show the images corresponding to a zooming in operation, and Figure 2.1 (a) and (c) il-
lustrate the cameramovement images. Both of the operations are view-dependent, which
are marked in red. Figure 2.1 (d) and (e) show images corresponding to data-dependent
operations, which are marked in blue and present the change of transfer functions at a
fixed view.
4Figure 2.1: A scientific visualization example on combustion dataset
2.2 Out-of-Core Algorithms
Optimization of data movement across hierarchical memory levels has been extensively
studied for interactive visualization.
For view-dependent operations, a common strategy for improving data movement
performance is to build a multi-resolution representation according to views.2 When the
camera is far from the object, it is sufficient to load only the low-resolution blocks; when
the camera is close to the data area, the data will be rendered at the original resolution.
LRU is usually used as the data replacement policy in fast memory because the visible
blocks are possibly visible in the next time-step.
For data-dependent operations, researchers also develop different data representa-
tions to reduce data and correspondingmovement according to different operations. For
example, for ray-guided volume rendering, empty brock skipping is commonly employed
under certain transfer functions and sampling rates.3 Isenburg et al.4 implement a new
processing sequence paradigm to perform the computations with out-of-core mesh pro-
5cessing techniques, using mesh simplification as an example. Sutton and Hansen5 effi-
ciently extract the isosurfaces of time-varying data, where the approach only reads the
needed portions of the search structure from the disk andminimizes the influence of I/O.
Cignoni et al.6 propose an out-of-core constructionmethod that uses a regular conformal
hierarchy of tetrahedra to spatially partition themodel, where each of the tetrahedral cells
contains a precomputed simplified version of the original model using cache-coherent
indexed strips for fast rendering. Ueng et al.7 build an octree to manage the raw data
to achieve fast data retrieval. The octree can partition and restructure the unstructured
tetrahedralmeshes so that only a few small amounts of data are required to be loaded into
the memory on demand. Sicat et al.8 present a multi-resolution volume representation
using sparse probability density functions (PDFs) of voxel neighborhoods.
Silva et al.2 summarize sophisticated out-of-core algorithms in streamline compu-
tation, isosurface computation, and I/O efficient volume rendering. Li et al.9 provides a
survey of data reduction techniques for scientific visualization and data analysis to lower
I/O and storage costs.
2.3 Cache Algorithms
Cache replacement and prefetching algorithms can also be used to reduce the I/O cost.
Studies on cache algorithms have been investigated comprehensively in Computer Sys-
tem to increase the hit ratio under specific working circumstances. Belady10 proposes a
classic data replacement algorithm, MIN, that replaces the element whose next reference
is the furthest in the future. Since Belady’s MIN can pre-see the future, it is provably op-
timal with a high hit ratio and usually used as a competitor in many papers. Even under
certain assumptions, Belady’s algorithm is very brilliant and inspiring at that time, but it
has some limitations. For example, it applies only one single level of the caching hierarchy
where elements must be inserted. Cheng et al.11 mention that read-around writes need
6not be inserted into flash as long as persistent writes will be stored on disk. Johnson et
al.12 propose the Two Queue (2Q) algorithm to remove cold data blocks quickly. Zhou et
al.13 propose a multi-level cache algorithm, named Multi-Queue (MQ), that takes blocks’
minimal lifetime, priority, and temporal frequency into account so that useful blocks can
be stored in the cache as long as possible, which leads to better performance.
Another limitation of MIN is that the overhead is very high because it has to find
which block is the furthest when considering long-term reuse. Jain and Lin14 introduce
a method that simulates Belady’s MIN algorithm to make a replacement decision based
on users’ past behavior to solve this problem. Such decision is a partially optimal result
because it only considers part of the data stream. Megiddo et al.15 present an online cache
replacement policy, named Adaptive Replacement Cache (ARC), which can dynamically
tune itself with low overhead to achieve a partially optimal data movement operation.
These advanced caching algorithms are developed for different specific working cir-
cumstances. However, very few of themare fully exploited for highly interactive visualiza-
tion. Yu et al.16 present an application-aware data replacement policy for interactive sci-
entific visualization, where they partition a volume data into a set of uniform-size blocks
and prefetch the data blocks by predicting user visualization operations. Simple data re-
placement policies, such as least recently used (LRU) or first in first out (FIFO), are still
commonly used in large-scale visualization systems.3, 17
7Chapter 3
Approach
This thesis employs the traditional view-dependent multi-resolution data representation
and focuses on the cache and prefetching problem concerning the user’s view changes.
The data-dependent characteristics (e.g., empty data blocks) are not considered in this
study.
A simple multi-resolution representation of a volume data O is built to improve the
data movement performance. At Level 0, the data has its full resolution, and at Level i,
the resolution li = li−1/8. For the volume data at each level, it is partitioned into a set
of blocks, and the size of block bi is uniform across the level. Figure 3.1 is an example of
displaying data at different resolutions. Level 0 can convey full details, but require longer
data movement and rendering time. As some features can be too small to be noticed in
visualization, theremay not need to render all blocks at such a high resolution. Instead, it
is reasonable to check the distance of each visible block at each camera position in order to
load the block at an appropriate resolution into the faster memory so that the data can be
rendered faster with displaying enough information. More details can be revealed when
the user zooms in with loading and rendering the blocks at higher resolutions.
This part aims to enhance data movement performance by leveraging caching and
prefetching algorithms. Thebasic idea is simple: assume that it is possible to predict user’s
8Figure 3.1: A combustion volume dataset with four resolution levels
exploration, one of the most effective ways to minimize data movement is to load the in-
coming blocks during the rendering of current blocks. In thisway, the rendering time and
the data movement time would be overlapped, and thereby the overall rendering perfor-
mance would be maximized. The possible performance gain depends on the accuracy of
the prediction (i.e., more accurate predictions can decrease cachemiss rates and enhance
performance, or vice versa). Algorithm 1 illustrates the framework of our approach.
This thesis first presents a static data prefetching algorithm for the multi-resolution
data representation based on Yu et al.16’s work. This static method assumes that the cam-
era will smoothlymove because users cannot directly jump to another position in the next
time step. Therefore, the next camera position must be nearby. Thus the method will
prefetch all the visible blocks from nearby camera positions at each timestep.
Secondly, based on the static method, a dynamic data prefetching algorithm is pro-
posed to minimize the data movement by predicting the direction of the user’s motion.
The rationale of the dynamic algorithm is that, given a similar data set, the cameramove-
ment patterns around some specific areas will be similar. For example, when encoun-
9tering an obstacle, the user may prefer to bypass instead of going through it. The camera
positions are recorded during the user’s exploration and then are passed into a neural net-
work to learn themovement patterns. These two algorithmswill be articulated in Sections
3.1 and 3.2.
Finally, assuming that a user will be most likely to follow the previous direction of
view or camera movement, the improved dynamic prefetching method will load more
blocks in the predicted direction, and load fewer blocks in the opposite direction.
Compared to the existing approaches, the proposed algorithm can improve the per-
formance significantly. It can not only increase the hit ratio of data blocks in the faster
memory but also utilize the rendering time to predict the user’s movement and prefetch
possible blocks into the cache. The next part will first introduce the overview design of our
method and then discuss the data prefetch and replacement strategy and motion predic-
tion in detail.
Algorithm 1 I/O optimization for large-scale scientific visualization
1: //initialize vec_b as empty, where vec_b is a queue storing the visible blocks.
2: vec_b← ∅
3: for each camera position pi do
4: for each block bi do
5: if bi is visible andat an appropriate resolutionbasedon the cameradistance then
6: vec_b← bi
7: end if
8: end for
9: for each visible block bv do
10: if bv is in the faster memory then
11: Hit
12: else
13: Miss
14: Load bv and use it to replace the least recently used block in the faster memory
15: end if
16: end for
17: Render the visible blocks
18: During the rendering, predict the possibly visible blocks in next time step, and
prefetch part of (or all if time permits) them into the faster memory
19: end for
10
3.1 Static Prefetching
The static approach assumes that the visible data regions between two connective camera
positions are verynear because the camerausuallymoves smoothly, andmost of the visible
areas of two neighbor points are overlapped. As shown in Figure 3.2, pi is current camera
position. The green region corresponds to the view frustum F of pi, and the intersection
region between the view frustum F and the volume O is visible. Given pi, assume that
the next camera position will likely locate within a sphere Φ. It is possible to compute the
aggregated view frustumH of all points in Φ, as shown in the blue region. Therefore, it
would be possible to predict that the intersection region betweenH andO will be visible
for the next camera position pi+1 and prefetch all possibly visible blocks within the blue
region during the rendering at pi.
Figure 3.2: Static prefetching by predicting visible blocks with respect to the current cam-
era position.
It is easy to see that the radius R of the sphere Φ plays a vital role. As R increases,
more data blocks will be prefetched to increase the hit ratio, and as a consequence, the
11
prefetching cost will increase accordingly because more data blocks will be transferred
across the different hierarchy levels ofmemory. Based on the existing study,16 the optimal
radiusR is:
R =
√
4 ∗ Sizefast
pi ∗ Sizeslow −
1
3
tan(
θ
2
)2 − d ∗ tan(θ
2
), (3.1)
where Sizefast and Sizeslow represent the cache sizes of fast memory and slow memory
respectively, θ denotes the angle of view frustum F of the camera, and d is the distance
between the current camera position pi and the volume center v. Therefore, the optimal
R is view-dependent.
3.2 Dynamic Prefetching
Asmentioned before, it is tough to predict the data access pattern because the exploration
of users can nearly randomly form it. However, the user’s (or camera’s)movement ismore
or less dependent on the data because users would look for interesting spots during the
exploration. Basedonexisting research,18 theuser’smovementpattern canbedivided into
the following phases:
1) Zooming/Moving (a user may not zoom and move at the same time, and usually a
user would move to find the region of interest in the coarse zoom level or keep studying
the region of interest at the detailed zoom level);
2)Comparison (a usermaymove quickly between two ormore areas to compare their
characteristics).
Therefore, it is feasible to predict the camera’s motion by knowing its past moving
behavior because the user will make a similar or identical decision when facing the same
choice again.
Long short-termmemory (LSTM), which can be viewed as amodified Recursive Neu-
ral Network (RNN), is well-suited for classifying, processing, and making predictions
based on time series data. Compared to traditional RNN, LSTM can fix the vanishing and
12
Figure 3.3: Structure of LSTM neural network cell
exploding gradient problems inRNNby storing the long-termuseful information and for-
getting the useless information. Figure 3.3 shows the typical structure of LSTM neural
network cells. There are three gates in the cell whose weights and biases are independent.
These gate modules adjust the amount of previous output to keep, the amount of current
input to keep, and the amount of internal state to send out to the output.
a. Forget Gate
ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1, Xt] + bf ), (3.2)
where ft is a sigmoid layer. If ft = 0, the previous internal state will be totally forgotten;
and if ft = 1, it will be passed through completely.
b. Input Gate
it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, Xt] + bi)
C ′t = tanh(Wc · [ht−1, Xt] + bc)
Ct = ft ∗ Ct−1 + it ∗ C ′t
(3.3)
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The input gate takes the previous output value and the new input to generate a new
sigmoid layer it, and then get the candidate vector (C ′t) by applying a hyperbolic tangent
to the mix of input and previous output. Finally, the internal state (Ct) will be updated by
combining the left previous state and the new candidate allowed by the output gate.
c. Output Gate
Ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, Xt] + bo)
ht = Ot ∗ tanh(Ct)
(3.4)
This gate controls howmuch of the internal state will be passed as the output (ht).
The camera’s moving pattern is a set of time-series coordinate points of the
camera in 3D space for a period of time, which can be written as Patternt =
{Pt, Pt−1, Pt−2, ..., Pt−k} where Pt represents the camera location at a time step t. In the
experiment, this thesis employs LSTM to learn the user moving patterns and forecast the
next move. More specifically, we use the last three camera positions to indicate a piece of
Pattern , and then pass it into the LSTM neural networks as input, which can be written
asXt = {Pt, Pt−1, Pt−2} → {Pt+1}. Pt, Pt−1, and Pt−2 represent the last three positions
of the camera, andPt+1 denotes the next possible position. Ourwork collects user’s trajec-
tories during their exploration, and approximately 50,000 points are used as the training
data. Therefore, for each time step, the last three points are used as input, and the next
point is used as the label to train the model. For example, in the first step, we use P1,
P2, and P3 as X1 and use P4 as Y1. In the second step, we use X2 = {P2, P3, P4} and
Y2 = {P5}, and so on. Similarly, Support Vector Regression(SVR) is also used to predict
the cameramotion as the competitor. In our work, Linear Regression is also used to com-
pare the prediction accuracy, but its accuracy is not as good as the SVR. Hence, this thesis
only presents the SVR result.
The dynamic approach implements Cartesian coordinate system instead of Polar co-
ordinate systemwhen training themodel. This is because the characteristic of Polar coor-
dinate system makes it harder to recognize the moving pattern. Figure 3.4 is an example
14
to explain this. Suppose the current position is {distance = 1, θ = 175, ϕ = 0} as shown
in Figure 3.4, and if the θ keeps increasing,ϕwill directly jump to 180 from 0. This discon-
tinuity ofϕ leads to a very low accuracy of the prediction. Therefore, Cartesian coordinate
system is employed to avoid this problem.
Figure 3.4: An example of the discontinuity in Polar coordinate system
In general, the closer the predicted camera point is to the ground truth, the higher
the hit ratio it can achieve. However, if the predicted camera point located in a different
resolution interval, the prefetching would not help improve any performance no matter
how close it is to the ground truth because the resolution of the prefetched blocks is not
correct. In order to solve this problem, the dynamic method learns the moving trajectory
as a tube instead of a curve line so that it can prefetch all the possible blocks when near the
critical point between two resolution intervals. Figure 3.5 shows the dynamic Prefetching.
Since the goal of this thesis is to reduce the I/O time by increasing the hit ratio when
loading data from one level of memory hierarchy to another. The optimal situation is that
the prefetching time is completely overlapped and hidden by the rendering time as tak-
15
Figure 3.5: An example of camera path prediction
ing advantage of the rendering time as much as possible. However, if the prefetching
time exceeds the rendering time, it can no longer guarantee the improvement of the per-
formance. Therefore, a monitor module is added in the prefetching module to monitor
whether the rendering process completes or not. If the rendering process completes, the
monitormodulewill cease theprefetchingprocess and let theprogrammoveon. Figure 3.6
is the process flow diagram.
3.3 Droplet Shaped Prefetching
In the static method, all the next camera positions are treated equally to load the visible
blocks. However, in the real world, users are more likely to follow the previous direction
of view or camera movement. In other words, the accuracy of the prediction can be fur-
ther improved if prefetchingmore blocks in that possible direction and prefetching fewer
16
Figure 3.6: Prefetching process flow diagram
blocks in the opposite direction. To quantify this problem, we useR to represent the far-
thest distance the camera can reach in the previous direction of movement, and r to indi-
cate the distance the camera moves in the opposite direction. We have:
r = k1 ×R(d), k1 ∈ [0.01, 1.0]
R = k2 ×R(d), k2 ∈ [k1, 2.0],
(3.5)
where k1, k2 represent the preference of the direction of the camera motion. In our pre-
experiment, we project the user’s trajectory intoX, Y, Z , and run all the values of k from
0, 01 to 2.0. Optimized k1 and k2 values can be achieved based on the miss ratio. Thus, in
the prefetching process, we can get the k values based on the previous moving direction,
and then all the possibly visible blocks will be loaded into cache. To further describe the
shape of these sampling points area, the hit rate (or the reciprocal of themiss rate) is used
to indicate the probability of becoming the next camera position. For example, if a 100%
17
hit rate is obtained at a certain point, this point would be considered as the next camera
position in the previous prediction.
The zone of the prefetched sampling points is visualized in Figure 3.7. Suppose the
camera is moving from left to right, the transparent camera icons represent the previous
camera locations, and the darker camera icon represents the current camera position. If
treating all the nearby points equally, the sampling points look like a sphere. However,
based on the preference of the motion, the user is more likely to keep moving to the right
with prefetching more blocks from the right side than left. Based on the achieved miss
ratio of each sampling point, the shape of the zone looks like a droplet.
Figure 3.7: The shape of prefetched sampling points
18
Chapter 4
Results andDiscussion
The I/O optimizationmethods are evaluated with different camera paths on the real sim-
ulation dataset. Traditional cache algorithms such as LRU and FIFO are used as the base-
line, and some advanced caching algorithms, like ARC and MQ, are used as the competi-
tors. We also compare ourmethodwith Leilani’s18method (ForeCache), which is the state-
of-the-art prefetchingalgorithmfor 2Ddata.bl_flame_mixfrac is a real combustiondata
set consisting of 4-byte floating-point values. Its size is about 6.7 GB and the resolution is
1408× 1080× 1100.
4.1 Dataset and Environment
The experiments are conducted on a desktopwith an 8X Intel Core i7-4820K 3.70GHzCPU
and a laptop with Intel Core i7-7700HQ 2.8GHz CPU with three-level memory hierarchy
containing 16GBDRAM, a 512GB solid-state drive (SSD), and a 4TB hard disk drive (HDD).
Nvidia GTX 980 8GB (desktop) graphics card and Nvidia GTX 1050 4GB (laptop) graphics
card are employed to accelerate volume rendering and applied data replacement across
these threememory hierarchies. The average rendering time at each timestep is about 0.1
seconds, so this number is used as the rendering time in the result. The ratio of the size
between two successive memory is set to 0.5. For example, the cache size on the SSD is
19
50% of the size of the dataset, and the cache size on theDRAM is 50% of the size of the SSD
cache.
In the experiment, the maximum normalized distance is 2.0, and the minimum dis-
tance is 1.0. When prefetching blocks into fast memory, it will load the blocks with the
corresponding resolution based on the distance between the camera and the center of the
volume. For example, when a block is far away from the camera, it will load its thick block;
if the block is very close to the camera, it will load the full-resolution-data. See Table 4.1 for
details of data resolutions at each level.
Table 4.1: Details of the resolutions at each level
Level Size Distance Interval Resolution
0 6.7 GB 1.0 - 1.1 1408× 1080× 1100
1 836 MB 1.1 - 1.4 704× 540× 550
2 104 MB 1.4 - 1.7 252× 270× 275
3 13 MB 1.7 - 2.0 176× 135× 137
4.2 User Study
To ascertain the viability of our method, we worked with real users at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln (UNL) to 1) collect user data while they are exploring the provided
dataset; and 2)develop aneural network to learn the user’smotion pattern. The study con-
sisted of scientists in computer science, such as graduate students and professors. Before
the experiment, all the participants are required to sign the consent document.
All the training and testing data come from real explorations by different partici-
pants. Participants are asked to explore the 3D combustion data based on their interests,
and the camera trajectory data is collected to train the neural network model. Users can
zoom in/out, andmove up, down, left, or right in the 3Dworld. Moreover, to avoid the bias
of the participant’s behavior, all the data is kept to train the model. The model can pre-
dict the next possible camera position by giving the previous movements. Approximately
20
50,000 points are collected in the experiment, and 80% of them are used as the training
data. 5 participant’s trajectories are visualized to compare with the predicted results.
4.3 Parameter Choices
In this section, we will discuss some critical parameters, such as the number of points
used to train the LSTM model, the number of prefetched blocks, and the radius of the
prefetching area that most influence the performance of our optimized algorithm. Since
this part is hardware-independent, the miss rate is used to evaluate the performance and
choose the best parameters. However, the miss rate is not suitable to determine the best
radius of the prefetching area because themore extensive the radius is, themore blocks it
will prefetch into memory, and thus the lower the miss ratio it can achieve. Nonetheless,
thatdoesnothelp improve theoverall performance. Therefore,weuse the end-to-end time
to evaluate the radius. In the next section, the I/O latency, which is hardware-dependent,
will be evaluated by the end-to-end response time among all the candidate methods.
4.3.1 TheNumber of Exiting Points
The predicted camera position is based on its previous trajectory. In this part, various
models are trained with a different number of previous points, and their miss ratios are
used to evaluate the accuracy of the prediction. Figure 4.1 shows the result, where X-axis
represents the number of points that used to train the model, and Y-axis corresponds to
the average miss ratio of the tests.
From the result, the performance of LSTM does not outperform SVR when the num-
ber of training points is less than 3, but the performance of LSTM is better if the number
of training points is greater than 3. This is because some camera motion patterns need
more information for LSTM to learn. In other words, the more training points are used
to train the model, the better performance it can achieve. On the other hand, SVR can de-
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liver an acceptable result with limited data. However, the performance cannot increase
as significant as LSTM when giving more data because the behavior of the user’s explo-
ration is not monotonous, and regression has its limitations when predicting the motion
trajectory. Another interesting found is that when the number of points is greater than
3, the performance increase of LSTM is not very obvious, but the training time would be
significantly lengthened. Hence, we choose to use 3 points to train the LSTMmodel.
Figure 4.1: The accuracy of LSTM and SVR
4.3.2 TheNumber of Prefetched Blocks
In this part, wediscuss the relevancebetween theprefetchedblocknumber and theperfor-
mance. Suppose the number of prefetched blocks is n and the size of the original dataset
is Sdata, then n = k ∗ Sdata. Since the ratio of size between two successive memory is 0.5,
the maximum value of k is initially set to be 0.5. Figure 4.2 shows the miss rate with 5 dif-
ferent k values. Among all the k values, themiss rate is the lowest when k is equal to 0.4. If
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k is more significant than 0.4, themiss rate will increase accordingly. Inmost of the tests,
the miss rate is very close when k is between 0.4 and 0.5, but the average value is slightly
higher when k is equal to 0.5. Therefore, a greater number of prefetch blocks can result
in a lower miss rate while the rendering process has not completed, and the accuracy of
the prediction is guaranteed. However, a lousy prediction is sometimes more expensive
thannot prefetching the blocks because it loads not only unnecessary blocks into the cache
but also evokes potentially visible blocks in the next timestep from the cache. Considering
the trade-off between the performance improvement due to a large number of prefetched
blocks and the performance loss due to some poor predictions, we eventually set k to 0.4.
Figure 4.2: The Accuracy with Different k Values
4.3.3 The Radius of Prefetching Area
In Section 3.2, it is possible to train a tube instead of a curve line to prefetch all the pos-
sible blocks when near the critical point between two successive resolution intervals. The
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radius of the tube r is a significant parameter that can influence the performance in the
algorithm. If r is too small to reach the other resolution interval, the design would be not
helpful in performance improvement. On the other hand, if r is too large, the unnecessary
prefetched blocks would reduce the prefetching efficiency. Therefore, an appropriate r is
critical to performance improvement.
Wecompare thedynamic rwith somefixedvalues to study the relationshipbetween r
and the end-to-end performance. As can be seen from the Figure 4.3, our algorithmworks
more efficiently when using a dynamic prefetching radius. However, there is not a dis-
tinct pattern from the result because the influence of r to the end-to-end response time
is dependent on the user’s trajectory. If the camera stays at the same resolution hierarchy
level, the extra prefetched area will not help improve the performance; otherwise, the best
r may vary for each specific test case. That is the reason the averaged result of different
trajectories is considered to reveal the relationship between r and the end-to-end perfor-
mance. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the dynamic r may not guarantee to be
the best for all the circumstances, but overall it is the best choice to improve performance.
4.4 Accuracy of Prediction Engine
Themiss ratio comparison result is in Figure 4.4. Belady’sMIN is the optimalmethod that
will replace the block whose next reference is the furthest in the future. The miss rate of
MIN is the lowest value it can get theoretically without the prefetching process. MQ and
2Q use the frequency to extend the time that the hot blocks exist in the cache. MQ uses an
8-queues-structure in the cache while 2Q uses two queues. ARCmaintains some variable-
sized LRU queues and continuously updates the size of queues to address the cache re-
placement problem. Compared to MQ, ARC can track an evolving workload nimbly with
constant-time overhead, but MQ can significantly outperform ARC if the data access pat-
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Figure 4.3: The end-to-end response time with different r values
tern is closer to the test; otherwise, themiss rate of ARC is a little bit lower thanMQ. In our
tests, Leilani’s ForeCache, which trains a model using Markov Chain to predict the user’s
future actions, is also tested. Ourmethod gets a lowermiss rate than the traditional cache
methods because it also prefetches blocks during the rendering process. Moreover, the
miss rate of our method outperforms ForeCache and SVR.
One interesting found is that the accuracy of ForeCache, the 2D state-of-the-art
prefetching algorithm, is even lower than SVR. One possible reason is that ForeCache is
designed for the 2Dworld, where the user’s operation ismuch simpler and hence easier to
predict. When considering the 3Dworld, theuser’s trajectory ismore complicatedbecause
of the extra dimension, which makes it more challenging to achieve reliable predictions.
This issuemay be addressed by adding the number size of training data. However, on the
other hand, ourmethod can achieve a better result with the same amount of training data.
In Figure 4.5, both the ground truth and the predicted trajectories are plotted to de-
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Figure 4.4: The evaluation of miss ratio
scribe the accuracy of our prediction. The blue line indicates ground truth, and the red
line indicates the prediction. These five test cases are very representative:
1) Although Test 1 looks very simple, there aremany zooming in & zooming out oper-
ations, which leads to a high number of block replacement;
2) In Test 2 & Test 3, the camera moves smoothly, and we usually can achieve a very
accurate prediction;
3)Users move quickly and aimlessly in Tests 4 & Test 5, which usually happens at the
beginning of their exploration in order to look for the points of interest.
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of user’s trajectories
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4.5 I/O Latency
In this section, we test the end-to-end response time to evaluate the performance of all
the candidates. Since the performance is hardware dependent, we conduct experiments
under different environments. In order to explicate the advantage of our method, we en-
large the size of the dataset to 8GB and 32GB (the resolution of all the other levels increase
accordingly). In Figure 4.6 (a), (b), and (c), the size of the dataset is 8 GB, and we limit the
memory size to 2 GB; Figure 4.6 (d), (e), and (f) use 32 GB data under 8 GB memory. Be-
lady’s MIN is an optimal method that will replace the block whose next reference is the
furthest in the future, but its performance seems not that good, as shown in Figure 4.6.
This is because it has to domany computations for each time step to calculate the farthest
referenced blockwhen replacing from the cache, which leads to very high overhead. In the
previous section, the miss rate of Belady’s MIN is much lower than the other traditional
cache methods without the prefetching process, which can confirm this view.
Figure 4.6: The end-to-end response time comparison
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Another interesting found is that the ForeCache outperforms other traditional cache
methods in (a), (b), and (c), but it does not performwell in (d), (e), and (f). Since the data in
(d), (e), and (f) have a vast size, the time Forecache uses to prefetch blocks can significantly
exceed the rendering time. As a consequence, the cost ofmaking false predictions after the
rendering process is prohibitive. From the performance test, our method outperforms all
the other comparators; We use performance over LRU to better describe the results (see
Table 4.2). Our method employs a neural network to predict the next camera position,
and then prefetch a droplet-shaped area to avoid the different hierarchy problem and bet-
ter mimic the behavior of the user’s movement. A monitor module is employed to cease
the prefetching process to make the most use of the rendering time. The performance of
FlowCache is up to 52% better than using LRU.
Table 4.2: Performance over LRU
Experiment FIFO MIN 2Q MQ ARC ForeCache SVR Ours
a 0.01 -2.17 -0.05 0.09 0.04 0.08 0.16 0.22
b 0.01 -2.48 -0.02 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.14
c 0.01 -1.73 0.08 0.11 0.05 0.05 0.21 0.29
d 0.03 -0.35 0.05 0.23 0.09 -0.12 0.32 0.48
e 0.02 -0.84 -0.03 0.19 0.07 -0.09 0.29 0.42
f 0.03 -0.06 0.12 0.09 0.10 -0.04 0.37 0.52
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and FutureWork
This thesis work describes the access patterns in the data visualization and proposes a
novel data replacement policy to address the I/O latency challenge for interactive visu-
alization on 3D scientific data. Our method employs an LSTM neural network to learn
the user’s data access patterns according to their visualization operations and can de-
liver very accurate prediction results in real-time. We tested the accuracy and the perfor-
mance of ourmethod using the real-world data, and the results show that ourmethod can
achieve better performance than the state-of-the-art 2D interactive visualization system
and other traditional cache algorithms. The dramatic latency improvement over current
non-prefetching systems is up to 52%.
There are some future directions for this thesis work:
1) It is possible to generalize the predictingmodel by adding another layer on the top
to classify similar datasets or users into corresponding groups;
2) When considering data-dependent operations, we can train a model to directly
learn the relationship between the data access and the user’s trajectories without predict-
ing the next camera position;
3) Exploring some new caching structures for data visualization can also help im-
prove performance.
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In the future, we also would like to build a client-server architecture system to visu-
alize the scientific dataset where the dataset would be retrieved from a back-end server,
and the user only needs to interact with a lightweight interface on the client-side. The
approach runs in front of a data store to prefetch the relevant blocks. Compared to visu-
alizing data locally, running on the browser with limited resources would require a faster
data replacement algorithm.
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